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Abstract
Robotic surgery and remotely controlled teleoperational systems are on the rise. However, serious limitations
arise on both the hardware and software side when traditional modeling and control approaches are taken.
These limitations include the incomplete modeling of robot dynamics, tool–tissue interaction, human–
machine interfaces and the communication channel. Furthermore, the inherent latency of long-distance signal
transmission may endanger the stability of a robot controller. All of these factors contribute to the very
limited deployment of real robotic telesurgery. This paper describes a stable hybrid fuzzy controller-based
architecture that is capable of handling the basic challenges. The aim is to establish high fidelity telepresence
systems for medical applications by easily handled modern control solution.
Keywords: Linear Matrix Inequality; Master–slave surgical robot architecture; Remote robot; Stable controller
design; Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller

1. Introduction
Remote monitoring, diagnostics and even telementoring have become regular tools of modern
medicine. Nevertheless, due to the nature and complexity of surgery, remote systems are still
limited to some notable examples, such as the da Vinci Surgical System (Fig. 1) from Intuitive
Surgical Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA). The da Vinci system does not allow larger separation between the
master and the slave side, thus alternative systems and control methods have to be developed for
real (medium/long distance) telesurgery.
Long-distance surgical procedures supported, or performed by robots would open up new frontiers
in medical interventions. This was the initial idea behind the first concepts when they appeared at
NASA in the early 1970s (Haidegger, 2012). While the concept of telesurgery in space never lived
beyond simulations, by 2001, it was possible for the first time to perform surgery on the basis of
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ISDN-based intercontinental communication (Haidegger et al., 2011b). This proved that in urgent
cases—in theory—doctors could reach out to patients hundreds or thousands of kilometers away.
The interventions could be executed in places difficult to reach (remote rural areas) or dangerous
for people (war zone). DARPA (the advanced research branch of the U.S. Department of Defense)
has sponsored various projects—most notably the TRAUMA POD—to develop a technology that
supports injured soldiers on the battlefield without risking the Medical Doctors’ life (Garcia et al.,
2009). Nevertheless, the difference in the complexity between supporting a distant operation on
Earth and one in space is huge. Human space exploration is unimaginable without full medical
support, yet it is impossible to send an entire medical crew with the spacecraft because of the high
costs and the limited space. Some weird alternative concepts also emerged, e.g., a Dutch consortium
announced plans to recruit for a one-way Mars mission (Mars One, 2013). The severe constraint of
space and launch-weight keeps the research open towards telesurgical solutions, since many of the
possibly emerging problems could be solved with one surgical robot sent along the expedition.
Thus, proper modeling and control of both master and slave side remains an important research
topic (Haidegger et al., 2011b). Communication with the surgical crew on Earth creates further
tasks to solve. Most of the problems are caused by signal latency, which get worse with the increase
of the range of the mission. Some of the disturbing effects of a generally proposed teleoperational
surgical robotic system can be reduced by well-chosen system architecture and control. Currently
feasible options are investigated in this paper.

Fig. 1. The fourth generation da Vinci Surgical System, the Xi, introduced in 2014. (Courtesy of
Intuitive Surgical Inc.).
Just as in the case of other teleoperational systems, surgical robots also have three major
components from the modeling and control point of view: master device, slave device and the
communication system (Jordan et al., 2013). On the top of that, the tool–tissue interaction should
also be assessed (Takacs et al., 2014), as long as there is physical interaction between the robotic
tool and the patient. The modeling of these components is indispensable in order to build a valid
simulator for the whole system to observe and analyze certain control attributes and behaviors.
The master side is where the “human operator” or the replacing automatic control device is located.
Further, the surgical staff can be found here, providing the control signals for the actuators of the
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slave. A commonly used human model is the crossover model that was developed in the 1960s for
fighter pilots (Kleinman et al., 1970). It is based on the highly non-linear and time-dependent
response of the human body, but it is well-approximated by a quasi-linear model.
The effect of time delay could be reduced with latency-tolerant control methods, thus larger
distances can be bridged by these systems (Haidegger et al., 2012). To achieve this, robust models
of the system components are required. The complete architecture is proposed to be approximated
with three models. The master includes the controller and the human operator, which is connected
via a high-delay medium to the slave model that covers the intervening master arm. In the deriving
cascade setup, the time delay can be partially alleviated using appropriate predictive controllers
tuned to the master and slave systems (Precup et al., 2012a).
While not all of the latencies can be avoided, empowering the slave system with autonomous
capabilities can also improve functionality and safety. Robust control methods may further reduce
the effect of latency. The slave robot’s kinematic model is typically given to a fine level of details,
enabling its integration into kinematic and dynamic models (Sun et al., 2007; Syed et al., 2012).
This paper is built upon our previous results in the fuzzy control of master–slave telesurgery
applications (Haidegger et al., 2010; Haidegger et al., 2011a; Haidegger et al., 2012; Precup et al.,
2011c; Precup et al., 2012a) and on our previous results on cost effective design and
implementation of fuzzy controllers (Precup and Preitl, 1997; Precup and Preitl, 1999; Precup and
Preitl, 2006a; Precup et al., 2004; Precup et al., 2011a; Preitl and Precup, 1997; Preitl et al., 2006),
and it proposes a cascade control architecture to deal with the control of a remote robot performing
surgical actions. A Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PID–fuzzy controller is suggested and implemented as an
outer loop controller in the framework of a master–slave control system architecture dedicated to
telesurgical robotic applications. The design of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PID–fuzzy controller is
supported by the Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI)-based stability analysis of the fuzzy control
system. Therefore, the stable design of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PID–fuzzy controller is carried out.

2. Fuzzy Control System Architecture and Stable Design
The cascade Control System Architecture (CSA) is applied in order to ensure good control system
performance indices in the framework of the master–slave surgical robot architecture (Haidegger
et al., 2011a; Haidegger et al., 2012; Precup et al. 2011c). The inner control loop represents the
slave loop or the robot part of this CSA, while the outer control loop means the master loop or the
human part of the CSA. The transfer functions specific to the CSA of the inner loop will be first
presented in terms of the blocks of the cascade CSA illustrated in Fig. 2, which corresponds to the
linear control case.
The simplified model of the slave robot is:
WS ( s) 

(k S  BS s)G( s)
, G ( s )  kt ,
s[ M S s 2  BS s  k S  G( s)]

(1)
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where k S , BS and M S are the parameters of a reasonably small slave robot that can fit the long
duration space missions, G(s) is the tissue interaction model (Haidegger et al., 2010), and kt is the
tissue interaction gain. The tissue filter:
WF _ in ( s) 

kS
BS s  k S

(2)

is applied to compensate the nominator of WS (s) . Equations (1) and (2) lead to the transfer
function of the process in the inner control loop:
WP ( s)  WF _ in ( s)WS ( s) 

kt k S
kP

,
s( M S s  BS s  kt  k S ) s(1  T1s)(1  T s)
2

(3)

where k P is the process gain of the inner control loop, T1 is the large time constant and T is the
small time constant with the expressions:
kP 

kt k S
2M S
2M S
, T1 
, T 
.
2
2
kt  k S
BS  BS  4M S (kt  k S )
BS  BS  4M S (kt  k S )

(4)

Fig. 2. Cascade CSA for telesurgery (Haidegger et al., 2011a)
Applying the Extended Symmetrical Optimum (ESO) method (Preitl and Precup, 1996; Preitl and
Precup, 1999), the following inner PID controller transfer function results (Haidegger et al., 2011a):
WContr_ in ( s) 

kContr_ in
s

(1  TC1s)(1  TC 2 s),

(5)

with the tuning equations:
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kContr_ in 

1
, TC1  T1 , TC 2  T ,
 k PT2

(6)

where   Inner , 4  Inner  20, is the tuning parameter of the inner control loop.
For 4   Inner  9 , due to the complex conjugate poles in the closed-loop transfer function WC (s)
given in (Preitl and Precup, 1996; Preitl and Precup, 1999), the inner filter with the transfer
function WF1 ( s) is applied:
WF 1 ( s) 

1  (   )T s  T2 s 2
,
(1  T s)[1  (   )T s]

(7)

and the closed-loop transfer function of the inner control loop is:
WInner ( s)  WF 1 ( s)WC ( s) 

1
, TP1  T , TP 2  (    1)T .
(1  TP1 s)(1  TP 2 s)

(8)

For the design of the outer loop, the human operator’s model is characterized by the following
transfer function (Haidegger et al., 2011a):
WHum ( s)  k p _ Hum

c _ Hum
s

e sTHum ,

(9)

where k p _ Hum is the human operator gain, c _ Hum is the crossover frequency indicating the
limitation of the human operator’s reaction based on the information feedback, and THum is the
human operator’s physiological latency. The outer loop filter (Haidegger, 2011)
WF _ out ( s) 

1  sTComp
1  sTF

(10)

is introduced to speed up the system, where TComp is set to compensate for the largest time constant
of WInner (s) :
TComp  max( TP1 , TP 2 ),

(11)

and TF is a small filtering time constant that fulfils the condition (Haidegger, 2011):
0  TF  min(TP1 , TP 2 )  TP3 .

(12)

Consequently, the transfer function of the process of the outer control loop results as (Haidegger et
al., 2011a):
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WP _ out ( s)  WHum ( s)WF _ out ( s)WLatency ( s)WInner ( s)WLatency ( s) 

k P _ out
s(1  TF s)(1  TP 3 s)

e sTm ,

(13)

where k P _ out is the outer loop process gain and Tm is the outer loop process time delay:
k P _ Out  k p _ Humc _ Hum ,

Tm  THum 2Td ,

(14)

with Td (the round-trip latency) corresponding to the two latency blocks shown in Fig. 2.
As shown in (Haidegger et al., 2011; Precup et al., 2011c), an outer loop PID controller with the
transfer function:
kContr_ out

WContr_ out ( s) 

s

(1  TC1outs)(1  TC 2outs),

(15)

can be designed using a first order approximation of the time delay in (13) by means of the
following tuning equations specific to the ESO method:
kContr_ out 

1
, TC1out  Tm , TC 2out  (TF  TP 3 ),
 k P _ out (TF  TP 3 ) 2

(16)

where    Outer , 4   Outer  20 is the tuning parameter of the outer control loop. As shown by
Precup et al. (2011c), the outer loop PID controller with the transfer function (15) can be
decomposed in a series connection of proportional–integral (PI) and proportional–derivative (PD)
blocks with the transfer functions WPI (s) and WPD (s) , respectively:
WContr_ out ( s)  WPI ( s)WPD ( s), WPI ( s) 

k Contr_ out
s


1 
, WPD ( s)  1  TC 2out s,
(1  TC1out s)  k C 1 
 Ti s 

(17)

where kC is the gain of the PI controller and Ti is the integral time constant of the PI controller:
kC  kContr_ outTC1out 

Tm
 k P _ out (TF  TP 3 ) 2

, Ti  TC1out  Tm .

(18)

However, the linear PI controller defined in (17) will be replaced by the Takagi–Sugeno–
Kang PI–fuzzy controller in order to obtain the control system performance enhancement.
Other fuzzy controller approaches can be used as well (Deliparaschos et al., 2006;
Feriyonika and Dewantoro, 2013; Joelianto et al., 2013; Khanesar et al., 2011; Linda and
Manic, 2011; Melin et al., 2013; Tikk et al., 2011). The continuous-time treatment of the
Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller will be presented as follows as a theoretically
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justified counterpart of the discrete-time solutions discussed in the literature (Haidegger et al.
2011a; Haidegger et al., 2012; Precup et al. 2011c).
The membership functions of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller are presented in Fig. 3,
where e(t ) is the control error:
e(t )  r (t )  y(t ),

(19)

r (t ) is the reference input (the robot position setpoint), y(t ) is the controlled output (the measured
robot position), and eI (t ) is the integral of control error and also the state variable of the integral
part of the linear PI controller:
t

eI (t )   e()d.

(20)

0

The rule base of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller is designed by introducing nine
separately designed PI controllers and a fixed PD controller given in (17), with the parameters kCk
and Ti k of the PI controllers placed in the rule consequents, where k  1...9 is the index of the
current rule in a complete rule base. The linear PI controllers are tuned using the ESO-based tuning
equations (18). Therefore the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller exhibits the behavior of a
bumpless interpolator between several separately tuned linear PI controllers with the transfer
functions WPI (s) . Different values of the design parameter   Outer referred to as k , k  1...9 , are
used in this context, in order to exploit and combine the advantageous performance of the cascade
CSA with linear PI controllers in the outer control loop.

Fig. 3. Input membership functions of Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller.
The rule base of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller is expressed as:
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Rule 1 : IF e(t ) IS LT11  N e AND eI (t ) IS LT12  PeI THEN u1 (t )  kC1 e(t )  (kC1 / Ti1 )eI (t ),
Rule 2 : IF e(t ) IS LT21  ZEe AND eI (t ) IS LT22  PeI THEN u 2 (t )  kC2 e(t )  (kC2 / Ti 2 )eI (t ),
Rule 3 : IF e(t ) IS LT31  Pe AND eI (t ) IS LT32  PeI THEN u 3 (t )  kC3 e(t )  (kC3 / Ti 3 )eI (t ),
Rule 4 : IF e(t ) IS LT41  N e AND eI (t ) IS LT42  ZEeI THEN u 4 (t )  kC4 e(t )  (kC4 / Ti 4 )eI (t ),
Rule 5 : IF e(t ) IS LT51  ZEe AND eI (t ) IS LT52  ZEeI THEN u 5 (t )  kC5 e(t )  (kC5 / Ti 5 )eI (t ),

(21)

Rule 6 : IF e(t ) IS LT61  Pe AND eI (t ) IS LT62  ZEeI THEN u 6 (t )  kC6 e(t )  (kC6 / Ti 6 )eI (t ),
Rule 7 : IF e(t ) IS LT71  N e AND eI (t ) IS LT72  N eI THEN u 4 (t )  kC4 e(t )  (kC4 / Ti 4 )eI (t ),
Rule 8 : IF e(t ) IS LT81  ZEe AND eI (t ) IS LT82  N eI THEN u 5 (t )  kC5 e(t )  (kC5 / Ti 5 )eI (t ),
Rule 9 : IF e(t ) IS LT91  Pe AND eI (t ) IS LT92  N eI THEN u 6 (t )  kC6 e(t )  (kC6 / Ti 6 )eI (t ),

where u k (t ) is the control signal produced by k th rule, k  1...9 . Using the PROD operator to model
the AND function in the rule antecedent, each fuzzy rule generates a firing degree  k , 0   k  1,
according to
(22)

k (t )   LTk1 (e(t )) LTk 2 (eI (t )), k  1...9,

where  LTkl are the membership functions of the linguistic terms LTkl , k  1...9 , l  1...2 , pointed
out in Fig. 3 and in (21).
The weighted average defuzzification method produces the output of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–
fuzzy controller represented by the control signal u (t ) :
9

u (t ) 


k 1

k

(t )u k (t )

9


k 1

k

(t )

9

9

  hk (t )u k (t )  hk (t )[k Ck e(t )  (k Ck / Ti k )eI (t )], hk (t ) 
k 1

k 1

 k (t )
9


k 1

k

,

(23)

(t )

where hk (t ) is the normalized firing degree of k th rule, k  1...9 .
The stable design of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller uses the state-space
representation of the process. With this regard, the companion form of the transfer function
WFP _ out ( s) of the filtered process transfer function controlled by the PI block is:
WFP _ out ( s)  WPD ( s)WP _ out ( s) 

k P _ out[1  (TF  TP 3 ) s]
s(1  TF s)(1  TP 3 s)

e  sTm

(24)

for the average (constant) value of   Outer is:
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x (t )  A x(t )  B u (t  Tm ),

(25)

y (t )  C x(t ),

where x(t )  [ x1 (t ) x2 (t ) x3 (t )]T is the state vector of the filtered process in the outer control loop,
T stands for matrix transposition, x1 (t ) , x2 (t ) and x3 (t ) are the state variables, and the matrices in
(25) are:
0
0 1


, B  [0 0 1]T , C  [k
A  0 0
1
P _ out

0  1  TF  TP 3 

k P _ out (TF  TP 3 ) 0]T .

(26)

The computation of the derivative of both terms in (20) using (19) and (25) leads to the dynamics
of the integral part of the linear PI controller:
(27)

eI (t )  r (t )  C x(t ).

But the unified expression of k th rule in the rule base of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy
controller results from (21):
Rule k : IF e(t ) IS LTk1 AND eI (t ) IS LTk 2 THEN u k (t )  kCk e(t )  (kCk / Ti k )eI (t ), k  1...9.

(28)

Using (19) and the second equation in (25) in (23), the expression of the control signal u (t ) is:
9

9

9

9

k 1

k 1

k 1

k 1

u (t )   hk (t )[k Ck e(t )  (k Ck / Ti k )eI (t )]   hk (t )k Ck C x(t )   hk (t )(k Ck / Ti k )eI (t )   hk (t )k Ck r (t ). (29)

Since

9

 h (t )  1 , the substitution of u(t ) from (29) in (25) according to (27) leads to the sate-space
k 1

k

model of the fuzzy control system:
9

x (t )   hk (t )[ A x(t )  k Ck B C x(t  Tm )  (k Ck / Ti k ) B eI (t  Tm )  k Ck B r (t )],
k 1

9

eI (t )   hk (t )[C x(t )  r (t )],

(30)

k 1

y (t )  C x(t ).

The extended state vector of the fuzzy control system is next defined as the vector v(t ) by inserting
eI (t ) in x(t ) :
v(t )  [xT (t ) eI (t )]T .

(31)
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Therefore, the expression of the state-space model of the fuzzy control system employed in the
LMI-based stability analysis of fuzzy control system results as follows from (30) in terms of the
notation (31):
9

v (t )   hk (t )[ A 0 v(t )  A kd v(t  Tm )  B kr r (t )],
k 1

(32)

9

y (t )   hk (t ) C0 v(t ),
k 1

with the matrices:
 kCk B C (kCk / Ti k ) B
kCk B
 A 0
A0  
, B kr  
, C0  [C 0], k  1...9.
, A kd  
0
  C 0
 0

 1 

(33)

However, other stability analysis approaches can be used as well. Some representative approaches
are given in (Baranyi, 2004; Precup and Preitl, 2006b; Precup and Preitl, 2007; Precup et al., 2009;
Precup et al., 2012b; Preitl et al., 2002; Škrjanc and Blažič, 2005; Tomescu et al., 2007).
The stable design of the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller is carried out on the basis of the
globally asymptotically stability of the equilibrium point of the fuzzy control system. For
Bkr  0, k  1...9, in the model (32), with these matrices considered as a disturbance input, the
stability is guaranteed if there exists the common (i.e., for all rules) matrices P  0 and R  0 ,
det R  0 , such that the following sufficient LMIs are fulfilled:
P A0  (A0 )T P  P Akd R 1 (Akd )T P  R  0, k  1...9.

(34)

The nine LMIs given in (34) are derived from (Gu et al., 2001), and their solving is assisted by
numerical algorithms. Equation (34) is used in setting the values of the parameters of input
membership functions defined in Fig. 3.

3. Case Study and Simulation Results
The case study uses the values for the parameters of the process: kS = 400, BS = 20 Ns/m, MS = 0.1
kg, kt = 0.0984, kP_Hum = 0.5, ωc_Hum = 2 rad/s, THum = 0.1 s and Td = 1 s. The following parameters are
involved in the fuzzy controller design (Haidegger, 2011; Precup et al., 2011c): kP = 0.098, T1 =
0.044 s and TΣ = 0.006 s for the inner control loop and β = βInner =20, the PID controller for the slave
part results in the following parameters: kContr_in = 3580.055, TC1 = 0.044 s and TC2 = 0.013 s, while
the filter time constant is TF = 0.003 s; kP_out = 1, Tm = 2.1 s and TP3 = 0.025 s for the master control
loop. Setting the tuning parameter β = βOuter =16, the PID controller parameters for the master
control loop become kContr_out = 20.332, TC1out = 2.1 s and TC2out = 0.444 s; the corrections of two of
tuning parameters of WContr_ out (s) in order to account for the presence of time delays leads to the
values kCont_ out = 0.041 and TC1_out = 5.25 s. Two separately designed outer PI controllers are used,
the first one corresponds to the rules 3 and 7 of the rule base defined in (21), and the second one
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corresponds to the rest of the rules. The first linear PI controller is characterized by a smaller gain,
obtained from β = βOuter =16, in order to reduce the overshoot as the rules 3 and 7 are characterized
by the same sign of the fuzzy controller inputs. The second linear PI controller is designed using the
ESO method for the parameter β = βOuter = 9. The parameters of the consequents of the Takagi–
Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller obtain the values:
kC1  kC2  kC4  kC5  kC6  kC8  kC9  0.0723, kC3  kC7  0.0305,
Ti1  Ti 2  Ti 3  Ti 4  Ti 5  Ti 6  Ti 7  Ti 8  Ti 9  5.25 s.

(35)

The parameters of the input membership functions are set, such that to fulfill the LMI-based
stability conditions (34): Be = 0.3 and BeI = 40. The behavior of the cascade linear control system
with respect to the unit step modification of the reference input is presented as the system output
shown in Fig. 4 for the comparison with the fuzzy control system.

Fig. 4. Output (robot position) versus time for linear control system with outer PID controller.
The fuzzy control system was also tested by digital simulation with respect to the unit step
modification of the reference input. The control system response is presented in Fig. 5, which
proves that the proposed fuzzy controller ensures a small improvement of the control system
performance indices expressed (overshoot and settling time).

Fig. 5. Output (robot position) versus time for fuzzy control system with outer Takagi–Sugeno PI–
fuzzy controller.
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The performance offered by the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller is comparable to the
performance of the control system with Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PID–fuzzy controller (Precup et al.,
2012). The best performance is achieved by the Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PID–fuzzy controller, but the
Takagi–Sugeno–Kang PI–fuzzy controller offers a better tradeoff to comparison and cost of
implementation. Moreover, the single nonlinear element in the structure of Takagi–Sugeno–Kang
PI–fuzzy controllers enables the simplified analysis and stable design.
The performance of the fuzzy control system can be further improved by the introduction of a
setpoint filter for the outer control loop. However, the performance cannot be generalized to other
applications (Bolla et al., 2014; Castillo et al., 2013; Dumitrache and Dragoicea, 2004; Horváth and
Rudas, 2013; Lamár and Neszveda, 2013; Precup et al., 2011d; Shin et al., 2013; Škrjanc et al., 2004;
Tang et al., 2014; Vaščák, 2010; Vaščák and Paľa, 2012), where several specific features should be
accounted for and introduced in the fuzzy controller structure.

4. Conclusions
The realistic modeling of human tissue, tool–tissue interaction and a complex robotic device in a
telesurgical setup is fundamental to realize high fidelity teleoperation control, especially when the
quality of the network communication cannot be guaranteed in terms of QoS and latencies. The
modeling performance can be improved by employed optimization techniques in the process
modeling (Chan et al., 2013; David et al., 2013; Duran and Perez, 2013; Filip and Leiviskä, 2009;
Formentin et al., 2012; Precup et al., 2011b).
The LMI-based stability conditions proposed in this paper are employed in the stable design of the
fuzzy controller. The cost effective design and implementation is supported by a very simple
controller structure. The case study shows good control system performance.
The control system performance must be improved as high fidelity telepresence systems for
medical applications. The modification of controller structure can be used with this regard. Future
research will be dedicated to the ACS performance improvement by systematic design using several
controller structures with additional functionalities that include reduced sensitivity, high
robustness to process parametric disturbances and uncertainties, and optimization regarding
multiple performance indices.
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